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Markets

Institutions 
You want a fluid conference experience guaranteed 
by a reliable system, running on a state-of-the-art 
network. Backed by an expertise that goes back all 
the way to the first European meetings. And extends 
to today and into the future.

Education 
Help students and teachers to focus on the learning 
process and not on the technology. With natural 
sound and award-winning, user-friendly interpretation 
in the classroom, learning becomes effortless.

Corporate Boardrooms 
Decide faster and better by using a reliable and easy-
to-use conference system. Choose whether to have 
flexible discussion options or even a seamless and 
beautiful integration with the furniture.

Courtrooms 
Shift the focus to the people and the case, not the 
technology. Start with an efficient preparation and 
clear audio & video management. Finish with great 
sound, effortless recording, and easy operation.

Local & Regional councils 
Put people and issues at the center of your local or 
regional meetings. And let the technology help you to 
reach better decisions.

Rental & Events 
Make your rental events a breeze by giving partici-
pants time to listen, discuss, and decide. And rely on 
tried and tested solutions that reduce your work to 
set up and manage the technology behind the scenes.

Parliaments 
Make your voice heard with perfect clarity and bring 
your words to life on a national stage. By using 
dependable, innovative solutions that better translate 
your ideas.

Authorities 
Shorten your decision times and get to the heart 
of large issues. Without any worries about stability, 
confidentiality, or system performance.



Product Comparison Overview
D-Cerno SL Discussion Confidea Wireless G3 Confidea Table Top Confidea Flush Mount UniCOS Multimedia Flush Mount

What it is New discussion station design for discussion-only 
systems (no voting capabilities) that allows all local 
participants to hear and be heard. Options for 
recording meetings. Often used to improve existing 
tabletop conference phone systems.

Most portable meeting management system with 
different wireless microphone station options 
available such as: discussion-only, with voting & RFID 
authentication, shared dual person use, and with 
interpreted language selection.

Meeting management system with different microphone station choices available.  For meetings 
that are discussion-only, or that include agenda management, 3- or 5-button voting, authentica-
tion with RFID cards, and/or interpreted language selection.

Meeting management system with video touch-
screen conferencing units. Touch screen displays 
bring  meetings to life and offer more interac-
tion and capabilities to the participants.

Perfect for Cost-conscious installations, where ease of use and 
portability are very important.

Meetings in various locations where portability and 
versatility in set up are desired, including hotel ball-
rooms, rental events, and meeting rooms.

Rooms where a simpler installation is required 
than flush mount & more meeting manage-
ment capabilities are required than D-Cerno.

Where a clean, installed look is required. Meeting chambers where the additional ability 
to view supporting documents, presentations, 
and other media are important

Typical Installation On the table (Optional mounting bracket available) On the table On the table Mounted in the furniture Optional table-top brackets available.

Installation effort Low Very Low Low Medium

Type of central unit (Audio Proces-
sor)

D-Cerno Central Unit
Available with or without recording / web browser 
access. Typically sits on table next to chairman unit.

Wireless central access point
Comes with standard discussion control via web 
access. CoCon Meeting Suite is required for voting.  
CoCon software is extra and requires a user-provid-
ed computer with Windows 7 or newer OS.

Plixus AE-R 
Supports typical discussion, interpretation applications without the need for an external computer.  
Advanced voting and discussion applications require CoCon Discussion software to run on a us-
er-provided computer with Windows 7 or newer OS. CoCon Discussion offers Room Configurator, 
Meeting Manager, and Operator Application.  Standard discussion-only operation does not require 
a PC.

Plixus-MME 
Requires CoCon software modules to support 
discussion, voting, messaging, and more.  Re-
quires a user-provided computer with Windows 
7 or newer OS.

Type of gooseneck microphone Detachable: 4 lengths available: 30, 40, 50, 70 cm. Full-flex or broadcast mic also available

Microphone with green and red LED 
rings

Active: Red 
Request: Blinking Red

Active: Red (with option to use Green instead) 
Request: Green (with option to use Red instead)

Active: Red (with option to use Green instead) 
Request: Green (with option to use Red instead)

Includes network cables Yes; each station comes with a 2 m (6.5 ft) shield-
ed network cable; redundancy cables are ordered 
separately

 None required  No, order specific shielded Cat-5e or Cat-6 lengths separately

Has voting capability No Yes; when ordering voting units along with Cocon 
voting software

Yes, when ordering voting units along with CoCon voting software

Maximum number of stations 50 stations, but up to 150 with two additional 
Central Units

1,024 stations within a 100-foot range of an access 
point. Multiple access points can be used together 
with a Plixus engine

>1,000 stations with optional power supplies and network extenders

Transport case available Yes  Yes; battery charging trays are purchased separately 
and installed into the case

No

Supports dante digital audio No Yes, used with Plixus AE-R or Plixus-MME with Dante 
Interface

Yes, with additional Dante card and CoCon Audio Software

Supports language interpretation No Yes, with the addition of a Plixus AE-R or
Plixus-MME

Yes

Can integrate with Televic camera 
positioning

Yes Yes Yes
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Better meeting start with flexible solutions

There is no substitute for meeting in person to reach 
a decision on topics that matter. But giving everyone 
a voice and getting every message across can be a 
challenge. From preparing and managing a meeting, 
over room architecture and acoustics, to language 
barriers. Meetings can quickly become complex and 
inefficient. A conference system is the perfect solution 
to streamline your meetings.

Televic Conference gives you the most 
flexible way to organize moderated 
meetings, from hardware to software.


